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Abstract: Tracking objects on camera or video is very important for automated surveillance systems. Along with the
development of techniques and scientific research in object tracking, automatic surveillance systems have gradually
become better. With the input of a frame including the object to be tracked and the location information of the object to
be tracked in that video. The output will be the prediction of the position of the object to be tracked on the next frame.
This paper presents the comparison and experiment of some traditional object tracking methods and suggestions for
improvement between them. Firstly, we examined related studies, traditional object tracking models. Secondly, we
examined image and video data sets for verification purposes. Thirdly, experimenting with some related research works
in traditional object tracking problems, evaluation of the existing model, what has been achieved and what has not been
achieved for the current models. Propose improvements based on the combination of traditional methods. Finally, we
aggregate these results to evaluate for each type of object tracking model. The results show that Particles Filter method
has the highest CDT with TO score of 0.907971 on VOT dataset and 0.866259 on UAV123 dataset. However, the most
stable are the two hybrid methods, the Particle filter base on Mean shift method has a TF score of 31.1 on the VOT
dataset and the Kalman Filter base on Mean shift method has a TME score of 28.8233 on the UAV dataset. Because
low-level features cannot represent all the information of an object to be tracked during the completion of the
experiment, we can conclude that combining deep learning network and using high-level feature into the tracking model
can bring better performance in the future.
Index Terms: Object Tracking, Surveillance Systems, Single-Object Tracking, Mean-Shift, Kalman Filter, Particle
Filter.

1. Introduction
Object Tracking is a problem in the field of computer vision. In recent years, along with the development of
science and technology, people have more and more needs to use intelligent systems with an increasing degree of
automation. In the field of security and surveillance, computer vision is widely used. The surveillance system includes
three processes: Object extraction, object tracking and behavior recognition. From there, store the collected information
in the database or detect anomalies to give timely warnings. In some practical applications such as abnormal detection,
human activity recognition …The events happen in short or long time that objects are in the scene, so that the tracking
algorithms are the most important phase to capture data and information for better performance in overall system. There
is much research about tracking algorithms in the past [1, 5, 9] and benchmark datasets are published in computer vision
community. However, when we apply these algorithms into practical application or research, the results still are not the
same expectation. In this search, we will investigate these object tracking algorithms into vehicle or car domain and
make some experiment on benchmarks datasets.
Currently, the research related to the object tracking problem [24, 26, 29, 30, 31] and as well as the reviews related
[26, 15, 22, 25, 27] to this field are many. However, to our knowledge, there has not been any comprehensive review on
the topic of vehicle object tracking. The purpose of this paper is to review and build traditional object tracking methods
(Mean-Shift, Kalman Filter, Particle Filter) along with suggestions and improvements based on the combination of
traditional methods for the object of vehicle. From researching, surveying object tracking models to building
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experiments and demonstrating research models to evaluate results and compare with experimental methods. The main
contribution of this manuscript is a review of several object tracking methods and comparisons with improved methods
based on a combination of current methods on vehicle datasets. Summary, the main contributions are summed:




We describe our approach on object tracking models. Review literature of object tracking problems: i)
problem definition; ii) challenges in research and evaluation; ii) metrics for measurement and testing.
We present a perspective of evaluating both pros and cons of the models. Study traditional algorithms and
make experiments on vehicle dataset. Then, we make evaluation for comparison for comprehensive
perspective.
Propose some hybrid algorithms for improvements base on current methods as well as feature extraction
methods to provide stable solutions whenever an exception occurs and do experiments on vehicle datasets.
Then, we summarize these findings for the best performance in use cased for practical application in vehicle
tracking domain.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the section II, we present background (include challenges,
evaluation metrics, traditional methods and methodology). Our proposed approach is explained in session III. Then, the
experimental results and discussion are shown in the section IV. Finally, we draw conclusions in section V.

2. Background
2.1 Object Tracking Definition
Object tracking is a challenging task, that is the problem of locating objects moving over time on camera or on
video sequences (An example of object correspondence is shown in Fig. 1). Object tracking is commonly used in
automated surveillance systems, human-computer interaction, video communication and compression, augmented
reality, traffic control, medical imaging and video editing, …. There are two directions of tracking objects, that is a
single object tracking and multiple object tracking. In this report, we would like to present the evaluation of object
tracking techniques in the approach track specific objects with a single object. The object to be tracked in this article is
means of vehicle, the data sets [12, 13] for the experimental process include VOT Challenge Dataset and UAV123
Dataset.

Fig. 1. Object’s position on frame 𝑖 + 1 th has been predicted based on object’s region of frame 𝑖 th.
Table I.The problem, the approach, and the goal of object tracking techniques
PROBLEM
APPROACH

Copyright © 2022 MECS

The problem of estimating the trajectory of an object in an image plane.

Point Tracking [14]: To predict the object's position in the next
frame based on the object's position in the current frame, the
association points of each frame are detected based on the object's
state in the previous frame (including position and movement).
(As shown in Fig. 2.a)

Kernel Tracking [14]: The object's motion is predicted on the next
frame at which point the object shape and appearance may be
changed. kernel predicts object motion such as translation,
rotation, and affine (Fig. 2.b) with an associated histogram (kernel
is usually represented as a rectangular template or an elliptical
shape).

Silhouette Tracking [14]: To estimate the object container in each
frame, this method is like a time domain object segmentation
method using original segments generated from previous frames.
object's silhouettes are tracked by either shape matching or
contour evolution (Fig. 2.c).
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GOAL

The main goal of the trackers in this category is to estimate the object
motion. With the region-based object representation, computed motion
implicitly defines the object region as well as the object orientation in
the next frame since, for each point of the object in the current frame,
its location in the next frame can be determined using the estimated
motion model

Fig. 2. Example for object tracking approaches

2.2 Challenges
The requirement of an object tracking problem that predicts the position of the object in the current frame based on
the area that includes the object to be tracked in the previous frame. However, there are still many issues that can affect
the tracking model when the tracked object can be occluded object (Fig. 3.a) or different angles (Fig. 3.b) of the same
object in a real-time processing speed. Moreover, the image quality obtained from the camera is highly susceptible to
physical changes such as weather if outdoors (Fig. 3.c). The object tracking problem is not only detected if there is only
one object in the video sequence and calculates its displacement, but also there will be cases where situations contain
multiple objects with the likelihood of overlapping between them (Shown in Fig. 3.d).
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Fig. 3. Example for types of challenges

2.3 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics [20, 21, 23] is important to evaluate the performance of the systems, to define the concepts
of spatial and temporal overlap [18] between tracks, which are required to quantify the level of matching between
Ground Truth (GT) tracks and System (ST) tracks, both in space and time. The spatial overlap [17] is defined as the
overlapping level A(𝐺𝑇𝑖 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗 ) between 𝐺𝑇𝑖 and 𝑆𝑇𝑗 tracks in a specific frame k define:
𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 ) =

Copyright © 2022 MECS

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 ⋂ 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 ⋃ 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )

(1)
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Fig. 4. Illustration of 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 ⋂ 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 ⋃ 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )

2.3.1

Correct Detected Track (CDT) or True Positive (TP)

If each of the GT tracks is detected correctly (by one or more system tracks), the number of CDT equals the
number of GT tracks. A GT track is considered to have been detected correctly if it satisfies both of the following
conditions:
The temporal overlap (TO) [18] between GT track 𝑖 and system track 𝑗 is larger than a predefined track overlap
threshold 𝑇𝑅𝑂𝑉 . In this paper, the threshold 𝑇𝑅𝑂𝑉 is set to 15%.
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑇𝑖 ⋂ 𝑆𝑇𝑗 )
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑇𝑖 )

≥ 𝑇𝑅𝑂𝑉

(2)

Assuming that the object needs to be tracked in a video of 100 frames. From the 51th frame to the 60th frame, the
object is obscured by another object and the number of overlaps between GT and ST is 70 times (for one frame at time),
so CDT score of TP is 70/90≅ 0.78 (greater than 0.15).

Fig. 5. Example for tracking objects in case obscured in the video chain

The system track 𝑗 has sufficient spatial overlap (SSO) [17] with GT track 𝑖 (Eq.1) and the theshold 𝑇𝑂𝑉 is set to
20%.
∑𝑁
𝑘 𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )
𝑁

2.3.2

≥ 𝑇𝑂𝑉

(3)

False Alarm Track (FAT) of False Positive (FP)

FAT is an important metric because it is consistently indicated by operators that a system which does not have a
false alarm rate close to zero is likely to be switched off, not matter its TP performance and following conditions:
A system track 𝑗 does not have temporal overlap [18] larger than TROV with any GT track 𝑖.
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑇𝑖 ⋂ 𝑆𝑇𝑗 )
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ( 𝑆𝑇𝑗 )

Copyright © 2022 MECS

≤ 𝑇𝑅𝑂𝑉

(4)
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Assuming that the object needs to be tracked in a video of 100 frames and object is always be detected for each
frame by system. From the 51th frame to the 60th frame (Fig. 5), the object is obscured by another object and the
70
number of overlaps between GT and ST is 70 times (for one frame at time), so FAT score of FP is
= 0.7.
100
A system track 𝑗 does not have sufficient spatial overlap [17] with any GT track although it has enough temporal
overlap [18] with GT track 𝑖. (Eq.1).
∑𝑁
𝑘 𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )
𝑁

2.3.3

≤ 𝑇𝑂𝑉

(5)

Track Detection Failure

A GT track is considered to have not been detected (i.e., it is classified as a track detection failure), if it satisfies
any of the following conditions. GT track 𝑖 does not have temporal overlap [18] larger than TROV with any system track
𝑗.
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑇𝑖 ⋂ 𝑆𝑇𝑗 )
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑇𝑖 )

≤ 𝑇𝑅𝑂𝑉

(6)

A GT track 𝑖 does not have any sufficient spatial overlap [17] with any system track, although it has enough
temporal overlap [18] with system track 𝑗 (Eq.1).
∑𝑁
𝑘 𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )
𝑁

2.3.4

≤ 𝑇𝑂𝑉

(7)

Track fragmentation

Fragmentation indicates the lack of continuity of system track for a single GT track. Below is an example of track
fragmented error:

Fig. 6. The system tracks fragmented three times, then the number of tracks is TF = 3

For example, a video has 100 frames that include the objects have been tracked. The system has failure prediction
at 41th frame and 46th frame, then track fragmentation is 2 because the system has 2 times tracking failue.
2.3.5

Latency of the system track

Latency [19] (time delay) of the system track (LT) is the time gap between the time that an object starts to be
tracked by the system and the first appearance of the object.

Fig. 7. Example of latency of system track

Copyright © 2022 MECS
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Latency of the system track is estimated by the difference in frames between the first frame of system track and the
first frame of GT track:
LT = start frame of 𝑆𝑇𝑗 − start frame of 𝐺𝑇𝑖

(8)

For example, a video has 30 FPS (Frame Per Second) and 1 object need to be tracked. At the first frame, the
system needs 200ms to process and show the first frame to screen, the ground-truth track need 1ms to start the first
frame. LT score will be 199.
2.3.6

Closeness of track
For a pair of associated GT track and system track, a dataset consisting of closeness of track pairs:
𝐶𝑇(𝐺𝑇𝑖 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗 ) = {𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖1 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗1 ), ⋯ , 𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑁 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑁 )}

(9)

𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑡 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑡 ) is formula in Eq.1.
To compare all M pairs in one video sequence, the closeness of this video as the weighted average of track
closeness of all M pairs:
𝐶𝑀𝑇 =

∑𝑀
𝑡=1 𝐶𝑇𝑡

∑𝑀
𝑡=1 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐶𝑇𝑡 )

(10)

The weighted standard deviation of track closeness for the whole sequence:
𝐶𝑇𝐷 =

∑𝑀
𝑡=1 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐶𝑇𝑡 )×𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐶𝑇𝑡 )
∑𝑀
𝑡=1 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐶𝑇𝑡 )

(11)

Where std(𝐶𝑇𝑡 ) is the standard deviation of 𝐶𝑇𝑡 .
2.3.7

Track matching error (TME)

TME is the average distance error between a system track and the GT track. The smaller the TME, the better the
accuracy of the system track will be.

Fig.8. Example of a pair of trajectories

The estimate for TME as:
𝑇𝑀𝐸 =

∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐺𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑘 ,𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑗𝑘 )
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑇𝑖 ⋂ 𝑆𝑇𝑗 )

(12)

Where 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐺𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑗𝑘 ) is the Euclidean distance between the centroids of GT and the system track. GTC and
STC are respectively the coordinates of the center of the ground-truth track and system track.
2.3.8

Track Completeness

Track Completeness (TC) is defined as the time span that the system track overlapped with GT track divided by
the total time span of GT track:
𝑇𝐶 =

∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑂(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 ,𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 )
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐺𝑇𝑖

(13)

Where:
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𝑂(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 ) = {
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(14)

The overlapping between 𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑡 and 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑡 is 𝐴(𝐺𝑇𝑖𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝑗𝑘 ) (Eq.1) and 𝑇𝑂𝑉 is track overlap threshold. When TC’s
value is 1 then it is a fully complete track.
2.4 Methodology
Although the object tracking methods have the same goal. However, different methods will give different results
and the methodology of each method also differs based on a general assessment of the basic measurements during the
test. Along with a set of measures that compare the outputs of each motion tracking system with the ground-truth to
evaluate each method's performance. In that set of measures, it is important to define the concepts of spatial and
temporal overlap [18] between tracks, which are required to quantify the level of matching between Ground Truth (GT)
tracks and System (ST) tracks, both in space and time.
2.5 Traditional object tracking methods
For each video sequence captured from the camera, each frame has link points between the frame before and after
it. Therefore, determining the link points belonging to the same object to be tracked for each frame is the goal of the
problem. So, we need to use a tracking model that can track the movement and describe the image of the target
changing frame by frame. In case of loss of track, if the tracked object is lost after 20 frames, re-detection of the object
will be performed.
2.5.1

Mean Shift

Mean Shift [1, 2, 3] is an algorithm applied in data clustering. The reason this method is applied to the object
tracking problem is because it is a hill climbing algorithm that continuously changes a data point to the average value of
the data points in the vicinity of the object. Thus, when there is a change in the pixel value at the same object containing
the object in each frame, it is possible to predict the position of the object in the next frame based on the average
displacement point. Through our experiment, the threshold is set to 0.95.

Fig. 9. Example of Mean Shift Tracking

ALGORITHM 1: Mean Shift
input first frame.
initialize target position y
set threshold
calculate histogram of object data with kernel h
while mean shift vector is greater than threshold do
choose a candidate that has center at initial position y
calculate histogram of candidate (new location) z with kernel h
calculate weighting map w with histograms (object y and candidate z)
calculate mean shift vector with weighting map w
while measure similarity between object model and candidate z smaller measure similarity between object model and
target y do
1
z  (z + y)
2
end
calculate histogram of object data with kernel h
end
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Weaknesses: The selection of a window size is not trivial, inappropriate window size can cause modes to be
merged, or generate additional “shallow” modes and often requires using adaptive window size.
2.5.2

Kalman Filter

The Kalman Filter [5, 28, 32] is used to track the points in the noisy image and assumes that the state variables are
normally distributed (Gaussian noise). Tracking system based on the Kalman Filter consists of 2 steps, prediction and
correction. In the prediction step, the new state variable is estimated based on the state model and the next step
(correction step) is used to update the object's state based on the current observation. At model initialization,
measurement noise covariance has value of 0.1 and process noise covariance has value of 0.01.

Fig. 10. Example of Kalman Filter

ALGORITHM 2: Kalman Filter
input first frame.
initialize target position 𝑥̂1,0 and covariance 𝑃1,0
while true do
predict next state 𝑥̂𝑛+1,𝑛 ← 𝐹𝑥̂𝑛,𝑛 + 𝐺𝑢̂𝑛,𝑛 and covariance 𝑃𝑛+1,𝑛 ← 𝐹𝑃𝑛,𝑛 𝐹 𝑇 + 𝑄
update observation state
𝑅𝑛 ← 𝐸(𝑣𝑛 𝑣𝑛𝑇 )
𝐾𝑛 ← 𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1 𝐻𝑇 (𝐻𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1 𝐻𝑇 + 𝑅𝑛 )
𝑥̂𝑛,𝑛 ← 𝑥̂𝑛,𝑛−1 + 𝐾𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 − 𝐻𝑥̂𝑛,𝑛−1 )
𝑃𝑛,𝑛 ← (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑛 𝐻)𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1 (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑛 𝐻)𝑇 + 𝐾𝑛 𝑅𝑛 𝐾𝑛𝑇
𝑄 ← 𝐸(𝑤𝑛 𝑤𝑛𝑇 )
End
Because the Kalman Filter assumes that the state variables are normally distributed (Gaussian), in the case of state
variables that do not follow the Gaussian distribution, it is possible to give a poor estimate.
2.5.3

Particle Filter

Particle Filter [9] is a type of genetic simulation algorithm used to filter problems in signal analysis and time series
analysis. To solve the case where the Kalman Filter [5] gives a poor estimate when the state variables do not follow a
Gaussian distribution, the model will assume many random samples (following a certain distribution) around the
tracked object in the current frame and move to the sample position that has the closest probability to the previous state.
This model consists of three steps: selection, prediction, and correction. in the selection step, select random N samples
by previous state. In the prediction step, for each selected sample, generate a new sample by zero mean Gaussian error
and non-negative function, In the correction step, weights corresponding to the new samples are update. Experimentally,
the particle filter parameter includes the standard deviation of the velocity (has value of 0.1), the standard deviation of
the feature (set to 5), and the standard deviation of the change of position (has value of 25) with 4000 random samples.
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Fig. 11. Example of Particle Filter (random N samples by previous state)

ALGORITHM 3: Particle Filter
input first frame.
𝑁

Generate samples set {𝑥0𝑖 }𝑖=1 from the initial distribution 𝑝(𝑥0 ), set k = 1
while true do
𝑖
predict sample 𝑥𝑘𝑖 ~ 𝑝(𝑥𝑘 | 𝑥𝑘−1
), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁
update observation state
Once of observation data z is measure
𝑖
𝑖
̃𝑖 ← 𝑤𝑘−1
Evaluate weight of sample 𝑤
𝑝(𝑧𝑘 | 𝑥𝑘−1
), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁
𝑘
Normalize weight 𝑤𝑘𝑖 ←

𝑖
𝑤̃𝑘
𝑁
∑𝑡 𝑤̃𝑘𝑡

, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁
𝑗 𝑁

𝑁

𝑗

Generate new samples set {𝑥𝑘 }𝑗=1 by resampling (with replacement) N times from {𝑥𝑘𝑖 }𝑖=1 , where Pr(𝑥𝑘 =
𝑥𝑘𝑖 ) = 𝑤𝑘𝑖 and set 𝑤𝑘𝑖 ←

1

𝑁

end
With very high-dimensional systems, this approach doesn't work very well. on the other hand, if the current
random samples do not belong to the tracked object, but they have a higher probability of being selected, this may lead
to bad results.

3. Proposed Approach
In this section we propose to replace the color feature with the feature SURF to resolve shape variances when
having large motion. Moreover, we propose the fusion of Mean Shift and Kalman Filter [33] as well as Mean Shift and
Particle Filter to get the advantages of those. The goal of this fusion work is to want the system to run more stable in
tracking performance.
3.1 Kalman filter base on Mean Shift
In order to solve the case of large motion tracking between 2 consecutively processed frames, the proposed
combination of Mean Shift [1] and Kalman Filter [4, 5, 6] is a well point. First, the Mean Shift method is used to
calculate the exact position of the object area for the current frame, then the Kalman Filter is used to predict the next
position for Mean Shift iterations in the next frame. In Mean Shift method, robust features (SURF) histogram is used
instead of color histogram. During the test of the parameters, the parameter for the Kalman filter is like section 5.3 but
the threshold prediction is 0.7.
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ALGORITHM 4: Kalman Filter based on Mean shift
input first frame.
initialize target position y
set threshold
calculate SUFT histogram of object data with kernel h
while mean shift vector is greater than threshold do
choose a candidate that has center at initial position y
Using Kalman Filter to predict next state
calculate SUFT histogram of candidate (new location) z with kernel h
calculate weighting map w with histograms (object y and candidate z)
calculate mean shift vector with weighting map w
then predict object’s position if bhattacharyya distance between histogram of candidate z and histogram of
target y is greater than threshold
calculate histogram of object data with kernel h
Updates the predicted state from object’s position has been predict
end
The algorithm does not work well when there is an occlusion. In addition, different angles of the same object also
affect the results because the SURF feature is detected incorrectly or not found in the area where the object is located.
3.2 Particle Filter based on Mean Shift
To solve the problem of not being able to track when partially obscured (Fig. 12) for the Kalman Filter [5] based
on Mean shift [1] algorithm, the proposed method is Particle Filter [7, 8, 16] on Mean shift. Firstly, we use the Mean
shift algorithm based on robust features to calculate an accurate location in current frame. The second, we use key
points clustering for calculating the histogram. If the histogram match of the object region of the current frame is
compared with region of the next frame reaching the threshold, the new position is updated for the object. otherwise
randomizes regions according to a given distribution, constructs histograms for those regions and uses Particle Filter to
predict the position of the object for the next frame. Experimentally, cluster size is 100 and the standard deviation of the
velocity is set to 0.1, the standard deviation of position has value of 5, standard deviation of feature is set to 5 and the
threshold prediction is 0.7 with 200 random samples for the system to work properly.

Fig. 12. Partially obscured for the Kalman Filter base on Mean shift algorithm
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ALGORITHM 5: Particle Filter based on Mean shift
input first frame.
initialize target position y
set threshold
calculate SUFT histogram of object data with kernel h
calculate SUFT histogram for target’ center for mean shift
𝑁

Generate samples set {𝑥0𝑖 }𝑖=1 from the initial distribution 𝑝(𝑥0 ), set k = 1
while true do
if mean shift vector is greater than threshold do
choose a candidate that has center at initial position y
calculate histogram of candidate (new location) z with kenel h
calculate weighting map w with histograms (object y and candidate z)
calculate mean shift vector with weighting map w
then predict object’s position if bhattacharyya distance between histogram of candidate z and histogram of
target y is greater than threshold
calculate histogram of object data with kernel h
Updates the predicted state from object’s position has been predict
else
𝑖
predict sample 𝑥𝑘𝑖 ~ 𝑝(𝑥𝑘 | 𝑥𝑘−1
), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁
update observation state
Once of observation data z is measure
𝑖
𝑖
̃𝑖 ← 𝑤𝑘−1
Evaluate weight of sample 𝑤
𝑝(𝑧𝑘 | 𝑥𝑘−1
), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁
𝑘
Normalize weight 𝑤𝑘𝑖 ←

𝑖
𝑤̃𝑘
𝑁
∑𝑡 𝑤̃𝑘𝑡

, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁

𝑗 𝑁

𝑁

𝑗

Generate new sample set {𝑥𝑘 }𝑗=1 by resampling (with replacement) N times from {𝑥𝑘𝑖 }𝑖=1 , where Pr(𝑥𝑘 =
𝑥𝑘𝑖 ) = 𝑤𝑘𝑖 and set 𝑤𝑘𝑖 ←

1

𝑁

end
end

4. The Experimental Results And Discussion
4.1 Experimental Result
VOT Challenge Dataset [10]: VOT Challenge is a dataset used to test and evaluate single object (vehicles) tracking
models, not necessarily linked video sequences, it means the current video is not sequel of the object in the previous
video. In the normal case of the VOT dataset, the object can be tracked well when the object does not have many
different angles of the same object and there is not much occlusion (shown in Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Object tracked in normal case
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However, there are still hard cases such as the angle of the tracked object being changed a lot (Fig. 14.a), occlusion
(Fig. 14.b), the camera moves out of the scene with the object tracked (Fig. 14.c) and especially the influence of object's
headlight or the outside light that changes the color of the object (shown in Fig. 15).

a) Behind and above the object tracked

b) The object tracking with occlusion

c) The image on the left is the image of the object tracked and the image on the right is the image that the camera moves out of the scene with the
object tracked
Fig. 14. Example for hard case
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a) The influence of object’s headlight

b) The influence of sunlight
Fig. 15. Example for hard case
Table II. The results of the experiment for VOT challenge dataset
Method

The Temporal
Overlap (for
the case of
TP)

The
Temporal
Overlap (for
the case of
FP)

Sufficient
Spatial
Overlap

Track
Fragmentation

Track
Matching
Error

Track
Completeness

Latency of
The System
Track

Mean shift

0.756353

0.737282

0.183718

64

56.7355

0.366613

0.00434427

Kalman

0.83916

0.816722

0.464464

39.75

33.7724

0.588341

0.0104069

Particles Filter

0.907971

0.884276

0.293564

40.25

39.5286

0.328014

0.00384504

Kalman Filter
base on Mean
shift
Particle Filter
base on Mean
shift

0.857122

0.833882

0.293401

31.35

37.5002

0.334449

0.142119

0.872728

0.849475

0.299619

31.1

38.1011

0.341349

0.122689

UAV123 Dataset [11]: UAV123 dataset is the same as VOT dataset, which is used to test the results of the object
tracking model and to track the single object (vehicles). However, mainly the video sequences have a common object
tracking. UAV123 dataset also has normal cases and hard cases is like VOT dataset (the angle of the tracked object
being changed a lot, occlusion, the camera moves out of the scene with the object tracked and the influence of object's
headlight or the outside light that changes the color of the object). There are also cases where the camera is far away
from the object tracked and the object too small to detect and track (shown in Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16. Example for the case of object too small to detect and track
Table III. The results of the experiment for UAV123 dataset
Method

The Temporal
Overlap (for
the case of
TP)

The
Temporal
Overlap (for
the case of
FP)

Sufficient
Spatial
Overlap

Track
Fragmentation

Track
Matching
Error

Track
Completeness

Latency of
The System
Track

0.00752362

Mean shift

0.79685

0.783789

0.26839

15.0455

46.1091

0.493041

Kalman Filter

0.788121

0.773512

0.409057

8.22727

35.7144

0.511822

0.0191109

Particles
Filter

0.866259

0.848228

0.293303

4.04545

35.6452

0.353229

0.00575516

Kalman Filter
base on Mean
shift
Particle Filter
base on Mean
shift

0.832439

0.815819

0.349667

6.63636

28.8233

0.461452

0.654711

0.841045

0.824142

0.356746

6.54545

29.6678

0.474409

0.275997

4.2 Discussion
The purpose of this discussion is to provide an evaluation for each type of experiment-based model, explaining the
strengths and weaknesses of each model that tracks the subject during experimentation. This discussion not only links to
the introduction, but also implements the hypotheses and literature reviewed for each object tracking model. On the
other hand, the current models can point out directions that need to be addressed in the future from the challenges and
experimental results.
From the experimental results, we realize that the accuracy of the Particle Filter method is the highest with
0.907971 (Correct Detected Track) on VOT Challenge Dataset and 0.866259 (Correct Detected Track) on UAV123
Dataset, however, the results are unstable. because it's easy to make mistakes. Compared with the two proposed
methods, although these two methods have lower accuracy than the Particle Filter method, they operate more stably.
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Table IV. Comparison of vehicle tracking methods pros and cons
Method
Mean shift




Particle Filter







Kalman Filter
base on Mean
shift







Kalman Filter

Particle filter
base on Mean
shift





Pros
Invariant to pose and viewpoint
Often no need to update reference color
model
Low computational cost (easily real-time)
Simple updates
Compact
Efficient
Non-Gaussian and multi-modal
distributions
Non-linear dynamic systems
Can be parallelized
Non sensitive to color clutter
Abrupt motion changes are resolved
Works more accurately than Mean shift
method and Kalman Filter method
Low error rate
Improved processing speed compared to
Kalman Filter base on Mean shift method
Low error rate


















Cons
Position estimates prone to fluctuation
Scale and orientation not well captured
Sensitive to color clutter
Problems with sudden movements and occlusions
Can be sensitive to process noise
Unimodal distribution, only single hypothesis
Restricted class of motions defined by linear model
Degeneracy problem
High number of particles needed
Can be computationally expensive
Choice of importance density is crucial
Problems with candidate window has an unsatisfactory
distance from the area that includes the current object
It is easy to fall into a situation where the SURF
features are not found
Too slow processing
When the SURF features are not found, it can fall into
the bad situation of Particle Filter method
Slower than Particle Filter method

Furthermore, the comparison table (Table IV) of the advantages and disadvantages of each method and the
experiment results show that the proposed tracking system which utilizes multi features to represent the target model
has better performance evaluation results in contrast to other comparison algorithms. However, the proposed methods
still have disadvantages, both are slow and hard to operate in real time system. For Kalman Filter base on Mean shift
method, the cause of slow processing is because when SURF features are not found, the system needs to search for
SURF features in a wider range. For Particle filter base on Mean shift method, when the SURF features are not found, it
can fall into the bad situation of Particle Filter method. We need a different method or better feature usage to get high
performance.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we do some literature reviewed to present surveys for traditional object tracking models and brief
review of the topic related to object tracking problems based on these traditional object tracking methods We initially
built traditional object tracking models including Mean Displacement, Kalman Filter and Particle Filter. Then, extend
these methods by combining methods such as the Kalman filter based on the Mean shift and the Particle Filter based on
the Mean shift. Based on the experimental results, the Mean-shift model shows that this model only works well for
normal cases, but on 2 test data sets (VOT and UAV123 dataset) the results are lower than other methods.
Experimentally, Mean-shift method has a TO score of 0.756353 on the VOT dataset and 0.79685 on the UAV123
dataset in the case of TP. The Kalman filter still has some highlights through the experimental results, the ability
between ST (System Track) and GT (Ground Truth Track) to link together is very high with SSO score of 0.464464 on
VOT dataset and 0.409057 on UAV123 dataset but does not provide stability in each case of the 2 test data sets. Particle
filter is the same, if the object has a lot of change in feature or the feature of the outside of object tracked with higher
confidence, the result is no longer true, Particle filter method has TME score of 39.5286 on VOT dataset and TME
score of 35.6452 on UAV123 dataset. Two hybrid methods (Kalman filter base on Mean shift method and Particle filter
base on Mean shift method) are more stable, although they do not achieve outstanding results on the metrics. However,
these two methods (Kalman filter base on Mean shift method and Particle filter on Mean shift method) maybe fall into a
state that the SURF feature of the object to be tracked cannot be detected or confused with the feature of the background
or the object to be tracked at a different angle than the previous frame, since the feature is not found can lead to
increased latency of the processing system. Specifically, LT score of 0.654711 on UAV123 dataset when experimenting
with method Kalman filter base on Mean shift method. Particle filter on Mean shift method is more stable than Kalman
filter based on Mean shift. From the above experimental results, we know that for the object tracking model to have a
better set of features than the current ones (low-level features), we need a model to extract high-level features (can be a
deep learning network), by using the extracted high-level features we can apply these features to the traditional object
tracking model to get better performance. In the future, the combination of deep learning network with traditional
methods can make the object tracking model work better.
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